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Launch of “SLIM SILENCE AM4” – CPU Cooler 
1U Low Profile Heatpipe Cooler for AM4 CPU  

 

 
HONG KONG, 25 September 2020 
 
Tech innovator GELID Solutions unveils the latest 1U low profile cooler for AMD™ AM4 CPU. The 

SLIM SILENCE AM4 is a product of GELID Solutions SILENT product line. 

 
The SLIM SILENCE AM4 is crafted for HTPC, Panel PC, Car PC and 1U Server. Heatsink height of 

just 28mm fits most slim-type chassis. The SLIM SILENCE AM4 also comes with the double heatpipe 

integrated into the heatsink base and features multiple heatsink optimizations to achieve high cooling 

efficiency in the compact size. The cooler weighs only 206g to support enhanced compatibility with 

lightweight Panel PC and Car PC applications. The new silent 65mm frameless fan with the intelligent 

GELID PWM (Pulse Width Module) compliments the heat sink. The intelligent PWM Curve technique 

constantly keeps it silent but accelerates speed whenever higher airflow is required. The SLIM 

SILENCE AM4 is compatible to AMD™ Ryzen™ 3/5/7 CPU with TDP up to 85W and supports AM4 

CPU Socket. 

 
The cooler is RoHS and WEEE conform and carries a 5 year warranty. 
 
“SLIM SILENCE AM4 is slim, lightweight and silent. Built with the supercharged double heatpipe and 

optimized heatsink, it delivers exceptional cooling performance and ensures fine-tuned compatibility 

for your Slim PC”, said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.    

 
The SLIM SILENCE AM4 is available now and has a MSRP of USD 22 or Euro 19. 
 
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.  
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com 
 
 
 
Press Contact: Mr. VC Tran: vc.tran@gelidsolutions.com, +852 8125 7538  
 
 
 
About GELID Solutions Ltd 
 
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and 
manufactures thermal solutions, computer hardware and lifestyle products for IT professionals, 
gamers and gadget lovers. www.gelidsolutions.com 
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